For the attention of the Librarian / LRC

InfoTrac/Gale Special Offer

(SAVE at least £440)
“order any three titles and get the
cheapest one absolutely FREE”
Gale Biography In Context

Global Issues in Context

Provides information on the world's most
influential people. The new solution merges
Gale's
authoritative
reference
content
(including Lives &
Perspectives)
with
periodicals and multimedia organized into a
user-friendly portal experience while also
allowing users to search for people based on
name, occupation, nationality, ethnicity,
birth/death dates and places, or gender as well
as keyword and full text.
£525 p.a.

Offers international viewpoints on a
broad spectrum of global issues, topics,
and current events. Features 100s of
continuously updated issue and country
portals that bring together a variety of
specially selected, highly relevant
sources for analysis of social, political,
military,
economic,
environmental,
health, and cultural issues. Each
gateway page includes overview, unique
"perspectives" articles written by local
experts, reference, periodical, primary
source and statistical information.
Includes podcasts, video, and interactive
graphs.
£690 p.a.

Gale Opposing Viewpoints In Context
Provides information and opinions on hundreds
of today's hottest social issues. Drawing on the
acclaimed Greenhaven Press series. Features
continuously updated viewpoint articles, topic
overviews, full-text magazines, academic
journals, news articles, primary source
documents, statistics, images, videos, audio
files, links to vetted websites organized into a
user-friendly portal experience.
£525 p.a.

GreenR

Gale Science In Context
Information on hundreds of today's most
significant science topics. Merges Gale's
authoritative reference content with full-text news
articles from national and global newspapers,
magazines and journals, exclusive experiments
from UXL Experiment Central, eye-catching
image galleries, continuously updated videos,
audio files, links to vetted websites organized into
a user-friendly portal experience. Curriculum
aligned reference content: Top Gale reference
includes Gale Encyclopedia of Science, Chemical
Elements, Science in Dispute, Macmillan Science
Library.
£525 p.a.

Gale Student Resources In Context
Provides information on a broad range of topics,
people, places, and events. Merges Gale’s
authoritative reference content with full-text
magazines, academic journals, news articles,
primary source documents, images, videos, audio
files and links to vetted websites organized into a
user-friendly portal experience combined with
features such as “Search Assist”, quick fact
boxes.
£525 p.a.

Gale World History In Context
Provides information on hundreds of the most
significant people, events and topics in World
History. Features Gale’sauthoritative reference
content with full-text magazines, academic
journals,
news
articles,
primary
source
documents, images, videos, audio files, links to
vetted websites.
£525 p.a.

GreenR

Global Reference on the Environment,
Energy, and Natural Resources. An
authoritative online resource for students
and teachers, focuses on the study of
sustainability and environment. Provides
news, video, primary source documents,
in highly accessible research areas
covering categories such as Energy
Systems, Population, Climate Change,
Food etc. Offers articles and reports on
development of green technologies and
discusses issues on the environment,
sustainability.
£690 p.a.

InfoTrac Custom Newspapers
Individually tailor online news to your
particular preference with local, national
and international news stories in an
easy. Perfect starting point for learning
about current affairs and key issues of
both the present and recent past
Choose any 6 national newspapers from
the following: Financial Times (30 day

embargo), Guardian and Observer,
Independent and Independent on
Sunday, Mail: Daily and Sunday,
Mirror: Daily and Sunday, The Sun,
Sunday People, Telegraph: Daily and
Sunday, Times and Sunday Times,
PLUS two regionals (details available
on request).
£475 p.a.

See overleaf for more titles,
and Free Trial Request and/or
Order Form

InfoTrac/Gale Special Offer
(save at least £440) “order three and get the cheapest one FREE”
Litfinder

InfoTrac Student Edition

The largest, most accessible collection of
literature online. Comprehensive database
guides users easily through the world of
poetry, fiction, drama etc Includes: photos,
biographies, work summaries, glossary,
650
nationalities
and
ethnicities
represented, 850 Spanish-language poems
with English translations, 865 explanations
with analyses for poems, short stories,
3500 poems, stories published in current
year, 5000 full-text short stories, 2800 fulltext essays, 1800 full-text speeches, 1000
full text plays, 27,000 women writers
represented, 126,500 full-text poems,
850,000 poem citations, excerpts.
£440 p.a.

24/7 access to reliable, authoritative content for
classroom assignments and general reference
research. Including Philip Allan Archives up to
July 2010 only. 1200+ full text titles, 9 million
articles. Text-to-speech technology bridge
reading level gaps.
Lexile reading levels
accompany periodical articles. 10+ Handy
Answer series titles from Visible Ink Press
targeted to address queries that children
typically have with enough depth and detail to
satisfy the curiosity of aggressive young
inquisitors.
£600 p.a

Literature Resource Centre
The most current and comprehensive online
literature database available to libraries. Mapped
to the literature curriculum, the resource's rich
critical, biographical and contextual materials
support interdisciplinary approaches to literature,
including theatre and film. Students and
researchers will find full-text biographies, reviews
and criticism on authors and their works, from
every era and from around the world. £525 p.a.

National Geographic Archive
Recognised for some of the highest-quality
photojournalism and cartography in the
world, this award-winning, iconic magazine
is famous for providing unparalleled, indepth coverage of cultures, nature,
science, technology and the environment.
This fascinating online resource features
the complete archive of the magazine from
1888 to date, including every page and
every photograph, all fully searchable
through an intuitive interface. Includes:
around 190,000 pages, 1224 issues, 34
languages supported.
£780p.a.

ORDER OR FREE TRIAL REQUEST FORM – please complete and return by fax or post
✔ to
Order

Title

Price per annum unlimited user access

Order Total

FOC
Plus 20% VAT
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Total Order Value

£
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